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Defining the one-stop-shop

Source: RACE for 2030 LinkedIn post



Flavour of the day



One-stop-shop: a definition

A One-Stop-Shop (OSS) is an [entity or] platform that serves as a single-point 

contact offering [a full suite of] residential energy [and electrification] upgrades and 

services. The concept of OSS involves streamlining various services under a unified 

umbrella to simplify and make the upgrade process more accessible and less 

complicated for homeowners looking to enhance energy efficiency [and electrify] 

their homes.

– [Adapted from] Bertoldi el al. (2021)



OSS Operating Environment
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One-stop-shop: ideal functions

1. Site assessment
2. Sales/ 
Solution 

packaging
3. Financing 4. Installation

5. Service & 
Perf. Mgmt
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A Full Suite of Measures

• Load shifting 
(HW; Air Con; 
Pool pump)

• Home Energy 
Management

• Rooftop PV

• Batteries/VPPs

• Heat pump HWS

• Induction stoves

• EV charging

• Fans; Air Con,
   Lighting

• Roof/wall/floor/ 
pipe insulation

• Draught 
proofing

• Window upgrades

• External
shading Building 

Fabric 
Upgrades

Efficient 
Appliances

Smart, 
Flexible 
Home 

Generation 
& Storage



Importance of Integration of Deep & Diverse Measures
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So how easy is it to find one?



Emerging Types of One-Stop-Shops
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US Experience: Finance Focus

Inclusive utility investment programs or Pay As you Save (PAYS)

• Inclusive = accessible to all 

independent of creditworthiness, 

unlike loans.

• Utility = an approved utility tariff; 

recovery tied to premise/site/

meter vs. an individual.

• Investment = treated as an 

investment like supply side;

utilities earn a rate of return/

return on equity.



Seeking pilots that test 

(amongst other things) different 

approaches to one-stop-shop 

delivery, e.g. depth of 

auditing/advice, different 
coordinating agents, finance 

approaches.



Early Conclusions

Market for one-stop-shop service providers is fragmented but is developing rapidly

Jurisdictions with supportive EE programs are seeing the most promising developments

Integrated low-cost finance (for a portfolio of measures) is a big hole

We need more focus on opening the upgrade market to renters



Thank you 

Source: RACE for 2030

Dr Ed Langham

Research Director, ISF

Edward.Langham@uts.edu.au OR EUAH.pilot.coordinator@uts.edu.au 

mailto:Edward.Langham@uts.edu.au
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• Finance facilitation

• Auditing platform
National

• Grant coordination

• Training & installer QA

• Product bundling

• Wholesale purchasing

Regional

• Community liaison & 
promotion

• Auditing support

• Vet & coordinate trades

Local

Scale Example Functions

Scaling place-based engagement nationally for electrification



Costs & Payback: Basic vs Advanced Portfolios
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Net capital 

cost /HH

Annual 

Savings/HH

Portfolio Avg 

payback (yrs)
Trades

TOTAL COST 

(Basic portfolio)

$                                   

2,735 

$                                       

902 
3.0

Hot water, handyman, 
electrician, plumber

TOTAL COST

(Advanced portfolio)

$                                

19,129 

$                                   

1,841 
10.4

Above  + solar installer, 
insulation/ESC provider

The plan is to test local appetite for these portfolios of measures with 3-5 ‘friendly’ 

households first – those who have an Ecologic audit & Wattwatcher installed



Costs & Potential: Basic vs Advanced Portfolios
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Capital cost/HH Ann. Savings/HH Portfolio Avg payback (yrs)

TOTAL COST (Basic portfolio) $                                   4,820 

$                                       

902 5.3

TOTAL COST (Advanced portfolio) $                                17,675 $                                   1,708 10.3



Types of One-Stop-Shops
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Dutch Experience

Energiesprong (Energy leap) began in the Netherlands to retrofit houses to zero 

energy building standard. 

Snapping pre-fabricated panels to the exterior of a building to improve thermal 

efficiency ‘house around a house’.  
United Kingdom, the United States, France, and Canada. 

Genuine “deep retrofit”

Home owner pays a monthly fee (< previous utility bills) with guaranteed free hot 

water & electricity.

Relatively limited application in total numbers



German Experience

Homeowners are supported throughout the entire renovation process, which 

simplifies the often complex process with its many individual steps and interplays. 

For example, owners are supported with energy advice, financing and subsidies, 

commissioning various trades and coordinating work steps. But contractors and 

planners can also benefit from one-stop-shops, as they save time on consultation 
and acquisition if they already have informed and decided customers. Tested the 

following models:

• Support for homeowners' associations (strata scheme?) to support decision-

making and provide advice on the journey.

• Database of skilled craft companies in the district established (reduce search 
time).

• Expanded advisory service that can be used at different renovation stages.

• Cooperation with the Modernisation Partner Network, in which numerous 

providers from the field of energy building renovation have joined forces and 

thus able to implemented energy renovations.

• – Raumfabrik from Wuppertal brings together companies from various 

construction trades. Thanks to ProRetro, energy efficiency can now be given 

greater consideration in all of their renovation projects and energy advice is now 

an important part of many initial on-site visits, too. 

https://idw-online.de/de/news827378



Inclusivity of finance for renter upgrades (USA)

Source: Clean Energy Works
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